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Abstract 

 

In the robust competition of the aviation industry, passenger satisfaction plays 

a crucial role in the growth and success of an airline company. Air carriers that are 

able to identify and satisfy passenger demand stand out in the market with increased 

sales and more loyal customers. Passengers these days not only consider the ticket 

prices, but also scrutinize the quality of the airline services before selecting their 

carrier. Hence it is essential for the airline companies to provide quality services to 

their passengers. The feedback and reviews given by the passengers can act as a 

useful tool in understanding their service expectations and demands of the passengers. 

With the help of data mining techniques, airline companies can not only gauge the 

satisfaction of their passengers but also discover insights for improvising the services. 

Apart from conventional feedback forms, social media platforms like Twitter are 

becoming a popular choice among passengers to express their views and feedback on 

their travels. These feedbacks can also be used by the airline companies for 

understanding the sentiments of the passengers. To provide a direction on the same 

front, this study investigates the satisfaction of airline passengers by leveraging data 

mining techniques on two different datasets. The first dataset is a survey dataset 

consisting of satisfaction scores of 103903 airline passengers over different services 

of airline companies. The second dataset consists of 14641 tweets of the airline 

passengers. After evaluating 18 different classifiers on both the datasets, it was 

observed that Soft Voting Classifier is a better performing classifier for the first 

dataset and gives an accuracy of 96.60 percent. For the second dataset, the stacking 

classifier is a better performing classifier which showcased an accuracy of 93.98 

percent. As for service attributes, in-flight Wi-Fi services and online boarding 

provision have a greater impact on passenger’s satisfaction, hence airline companies 

should focus on improving those services aspects. In addition, the ‘Type of Travel’ is 

also an important aspect of passenger’s satisfaction. Hence, the airline crew should 

behave accordingly with the passengers traveling for business or personal travel 

purposes. 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 

The competition in the Aviation Industry has become very robust these days (Noviantoro and 

Huang; 2022). Airline companies across the world have created extraordinary levels of 
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affordability and accessibility at all levels (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022; Wan and Gao; 

2015). Air travel, which once used to be an exclusive opportunity, has now become a first 

choice for the majority (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022). Over the years, new carriers started 

entering the aviation market and the existing started expanding their footprints (Noviantoro 

and Huang; 2022; Wan and Gao; 2015; Aljedaani et al.; 2022). In the aviation business, 

passenger’s satisfaction and loyalty plays a crucial role in the growth and success of an 

airline company. Air carriers that are able to identify and satisfy passenger’s demand stand 

out in the market with increased sales and loyal customers. 

Reduction of ticket prices is one of the key strategies of airline carriers to attract 

passengers (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022). However, this price reduction strategy is not 

efficient in the longer run (Chang and Yeh; 2002). According to (Punel et al.; 2019), 

passengers these days not only consider the ticket price but also scrutinize and compare the 

quality of the services from airline to airline when selecting their carrier. Several studies also 

suggested that quality of the airline services has a significant impact on passenger’s 

satisfaction (Punel et al.; 2019) (Sezgen et al.; 2019; RaE et al.; 2022), passengers’ loyalty ` 

(Chonsalasin et al.; 2022; RaE et al.; 2022; Singh; 2021), and choice of airline carrier (Jo- ` 

har et al.; 2020; Adeola and Adebiyi; 2014). Hence it is essential for the airline companies to 

provide quality services to their passengers. 

The feedback and reviews given by the passengers can act as a useful tool in 

understanding the service expectations and demands of the passengers (Noviantoro and 

Huang; 2022; Wan and Gao; 2015; Aljedaani et al.; 2022). By adopting data mining and 

machine learning techniques, aviation companies can not only be able to gauge the 

satisfaction levels of their passengers but also come across insights that can be used for 

improvising the passenger’s satisfaction. Apart from conventional feedback forms, social 

media platforms like Twitter and Facebook are becoming popular among passengers to 

express their views and feedback on their travels (Wan and Gao; 2015). The feedback from 

these social media platforms can also be leveraged by the airline companies for 

understanding the sentiments of their passengers (Wan and Gao; 2015; Aljedaani et al.; 

2022). 

To provide a direction on the same front and assist airline companies in investigating 

the satisfaction of customers, this study examines the satisfaction of airline passengers by 

leveraging data mining techniques on two different datasets. The first dataset is a survey 

dataset consisting of satisfaction scores of 103903 airline passengers over different services 

of airline companies. The second dataset consists of 14641 tweets of the airline passengers. 

To obtain better prediction results, this study implemented several machine learning, deep 

learning and ensemble techniques. Some of the classification algorithms employed for this 

study include Random Forest, Decision Tree, Gradient Boosting, KNN, Neural Network, 

Multi-Layer perceptron, Logistic Regression, Ensemble Stacking and Voting etc. Overall 18 

different classifications models were developed for each of the datasets.  

Prior studies have utilized the same datasets (First dataset - (Noviantoro and Huang; 

2022; Tan; 2021; Gao et al.; 2021) - Second dataset -(Gupta et al.; 2021; Tusar and Islam; 

2021; Rane and Kumar; 2018; Wan and Gao; 2015; Aljedaani et al.; 2022; Kalangi et al.; 

2021; Qudar and Mago; 2020; Rustam et al.; 2019; Kamruzzaman et al.; 2021)) with different 

machine learning and deep learning techniques. In contrast to the previous studies, this study 
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explores the performance of stacking and voting ensemble techniques in classifying the 

sentiments of the airline passengers. In addition, this study also compares the performance of 

the classifiers on two different datasets. To the best of knowledge, no previous studies have 

implemented ensemble stacking with base classifiers as - Random Forest, XGBoost, Extra 

Trees Classifier, LightGBM and Meta classifier as - Logistic Regression and Multilayer 

Perceptron and voting classifier with Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, XGBoost, Extra 

Trees Classifier, Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer Perceptron, LightGBM and Logistic 

Regression. In addition, to the best of knowledge none of the studies provided an empirical 

comparison of different classifiers on the mentioned datasets.  

 

Specifically, the following research question is addressed in this study 

 

”Do the stacking and voting techniques perform better in classifying the satisfaction 

of airline passengers?”   

 

To address the above research question, following schema were formulated:  

 

(i). Adopting a data mining methodology for deriving insights from the data and building 

various classification models.  

(ii). Evaluating and comparing the performance of the models.  

(iii). Comparing the performance of the models with several recent approaches on 

classification of airline passenger’s satisfaction. 

 

The main contributions of this work include: 

 

 An empirical comparison of different machine learning, neural network and ensemble 

classifiers on two different datasets. 

 Deriving the important attributes that needs to be focused upon to increase the 

passenger satisfaction.  

 Two different stacking and voting classifiers for classifying the satisfaction of airline 

passengers 

 

Rest of the study is compiled into following four sections: 

Section 2: Presents the related studies related to the problem statement 

Section 3: Presents methodology and model specifications of this study 

Section 4: Evaluates the performance of the classifiers 

Section 5: Discusses the results and concludes the study with directions for future work.  

 

2 Related Work 
 

Various studies have explored different data mining techniques and machine learning 

approaches for classifying the satisfaction of airline passengers. The related studies can be 

classified into following categories: Importance of service quality in airline industry, 

Machine Learning and Deep Learning techniques for predicting the satisfaction airline 
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passengers and Utilization of Twitter data for gauging the satisfaction of airline passengers. 

In addition, this section also discusses the application of stacking and voting techniques for 

solving classification problems in the last two sub-sections. 

2.1 Importance of service quality in airline industry 

 

The quality of the airline services have a significant influence on passenger’s satisfaction and 

loyalty behavior (Sezgen et al.; 2019; Gupta et al.; 2021; RaE et al.; 2022). As a part ` of an 

empirical study, (RaE et al.; 2022) presented four important variables which can be ` used for 

modeling and analyzing the quality of airline services. These four variables are: Pre-flight 

ground service quality (PFGSQ), In-flight service quality (IFSQ), Post-flight ground service 

quality (PFSQ) and Overall Service Quality (OSQ) (RaE et al.; 2022). ` Out of these four 

variables, the first variable encapsulates ground services such as airport lounges, baggage 

service, provisions of check-in services and on-ground staff’s behavior. The second variable 

IFSQ takes into account the flight’s catering services, passenger assistance, seat comfort and 

the conduct of the flight crew. Similar to the first variable, PFSQ summarizes the on ground 

services post the flight is landed. It helps in scrutinizing the disembarkation procedure, 

baggage handling and return services, facilities of waiting areas, transportation and hotel 

services. The last variable OSQ, takes into account the quality of the services over the whole 

process. From the results of the reliability analysis (RaE et al.; 2022), it was observed that all 

these variables can be useful in scrutinizing ` and perceiving the quality of the airline 

services. In addition (RaE et al.; 2022) also ` pointed out that the satisfaction and loyalty of 

the passenger is significantly impacted by the quality of the services. Better the quality of the 

services, better is the customer satisfaction index and customer retention rate. 

Drilling further down on the subject of airline passenger satisfaction, (Sezgen et al.; 

2019) investigated the key factors of satisfaction for different service classes and business 

models of the airline industry. After implementing the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 

method on over five thousands online reviews of the airline passengers, (Sezgen et al.; 2019)] 

came to a conclusion that - the code of conduct and friendliness of the flight crew is an 

essential factor for the passengers traveling in the Economy class, whereas for the Premium 

cabin passengers the overall experience of the fight journey is a deciding factor. For 

passengers who chose to fly via low cost carriers, the price of the flight ticket is an important 

factor of satisfaction for them. In addition to these insights, (Sezgen et al.; 2019) also 

uncovered that services such as luggage disruption, flight delay and cancellation, seat comfort 

and legroom and staff behavior are major reasons for passengers dissatisfaction among all 

service classes. 

In this multicultural world, opinions and perceptions of the individuals over a certain 

aspect vary from place to place due to different geographical and cultural influences (Punel et 

al.; 2019). Similar traits can be found in the airline industry. To understand and compare the 

variation in the opinions of the passengers across different geographical regions, (Punel et al.; 

2019) developed a framework called Path Analysis and carried out the analysis on over 

40,000 reviews of the airline passengers. The results of the analysis confirm the hypothesis 

that geographical regions, country of residence have a great influence on passenger’s 

perceptions, experience and evaluation of the airline services. In addition to this, (Punel et al.; 
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2019) also came across some interesting insights like - the North American passengers are 

more concerned about the cost of air traveling rather than the in-flight services (Punel et al.; 

2019). The passengers from the Asian countries prefer Asian airlines over North American 

airlines. Seat comfort along with the staff service is an important factor for all the passengers 

across the globe. The results of the analysis also confirms that the expectations of the 

passengers vary from class to class. The first and business class passengers are more 

concerned about food and beverages and in-flight entertainment, whereas the economy class 

passengers are more anxious regarding the value for Money (Punel et al.; 2019). 

The aviation industry took a major hit in the year 2020 and 2021 due to the outbreak 

of COVID-19 pandemic (Zhang et al.; 2021). The number of flights and passengers had 

dropped significantly during these two years. Even when the travel restrictions were uplifted 

for a brief period of time, the industry did not see much of an improvement. In addition to 

this, the fear of the pandemic and the control measures had caused remarkable changes in the 

travel behavior of the airline passengers. To further understand the pandemic-induced 

psychological changes, (Zhang et al.; 2021) carried out an analysis on the passenger data and 

found that because of the restrictions and control measures of the pandemic, passengers are 

now arriving 100-180 minutes earlier a t the airports than usual. The refund rates spiked 

during the year 2020 and 2021. In addition to this, the aviation industry saw a great decline in 

the numbers of children, middle-aged and elderly passengers (Zhang et al.; 2021). In order to 

recover in the post-pandemic era, it is essential for the airline industry to upgrade and 

formulate services to the passengers taking into consideration the pandemic-induced 

psychological and behavioral changes of the passengers (Zhang et al.; 2021). 

In any business sector, customer’s loyalty plays a significant role in the growth and 

success of a company (Singh; 2021). Loyalty causes more repeat purchases, more positive 

word-of-mouth in the market and thus more market share and better financial performance 

(Singh; 2021). Thus it is essential for the companies to identify their loyal customers and look 

after them. Just like any other business sector, companies in the aviation industry strive hard 

towards maintaining and increasing the count of loyal customers in the market (Singh; 2021). 

To provide a direction on the same front, (Chonsalasin et al.; 2022) developed a structural 

equation model for identifying the loyal passengers of the airline industry. The results of the 

developed model suggested that the quality of the airline services had a significant influence 

in the loyalty of the passengers. Another study (Chonsalasin et al.; 2022) employed Artificial 

Neural Network for classifying loyal airline customers. The developed model showcased an 

accuracy of 89 percent and was efficiently able to address the nonlinear relationships of the 

predicting factors, but it lacked in acknowledging the causal relationship among the variables. 

So to address the causal relationship, (Chonsalasin et al.; 2022) developed a structural 

equation model. The findings of the structural model suggested that - passenger satisfaction, 

quality of the airline service and passenger perceived value are essential factors contributing 

towards passengers loyalty (Chonsalasin et al.; 2022). 

2.2 Importance of service quality in airline industry 

 

Service Quality is one of the most essential factors for attracting passengers (Noviantoro and 

Huang; 2022; Sezgen et al.; 2019; Gupta et al.; 2021). Hence it is important for the airline 
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companies to keep a track of their services and improve the essential attributes (Noviantoro 

and Huang; 2022; RaE et al.; 2022; Sezgen et al.; 2019). To assist the airlines ` companies in 

assessing the impact of their services on passenger’s satisfaction, (Noviantoro and Huang; 

2022) exploited the data mining techniques on a airline passenger dataset and came to a 

conclusion that baggage handling, online boarding, inflight Wi-Fi and entertainment are the 

critical aspects for passengers satisfaction and the airline companies should give more 

attention on improving these four services. In addition, (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022) after 

experimenting with machine learning and deep learning techniques like Random Forest, 

Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, KNN, SVM and Neural Network came to a conclusion that 

Neural Networks are the one of the most fittest techniques when it comes to the prediction of 

airline passengers satisfaction (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022). Another study (Tan; 2021), 

after experimenting with multiple machine learning and ensemble techniques suggested that 

Random Forest is the best technique for predicting the satisfaction of the airline passenger. 

(Tan; 2021) also suggested that airlines should focus on services like seat comfort, online 

boarding, inflight Wi-Fi and entertainment services for improving the satisfaction of their 

passengers. 

For assisting the airline companies in designing cost-effective and efficient services 

measures, (Gao et al.; 2021) examined the complex interaction between the passenger 

satisfaction and services attributes and found that passenger attributes such as customer type, 

type of travel and traveling class along with airline service such as online boarding, inflight 

Wi-Fi and baggage handling are critical factors that have larger impact passengers 

satisfaction. (Gao et al.; 2021) also came across some interesting insights like - providing a 

low-quality Wi-Fi service may not have much impact on the passengers satisfaction compare 

to having no Wi-Fi service at all, also a good online boarding service is more important to 

passengers of eco and eco plus class compared to business class (Gao et al.; 2021). In 

addition, (Gao et al.; 2021) also suggested that machine learning algorithms such SVM, 

Random Forest and MLP showcase better performance in predicting the satisfaction of the 

airline passengers compared to the conventional logistic regression model (Gao et al.; 2021). 

Customer’s feedback and reviews play an important role in assessing the performance 

of a company’s product and services (Sharma et al.; 2021) and can also be used for 

improving and reshaping the products and existing services (Hasan et al.; 2020). With the 

help of data mining techniques, customer’s feedback and reviews can be processed and the 

polarity of their feedback can be categorized as satisfaction or dissatisfaction, or positive or 

negative (Hasan et al.; 2020). To stay competitive and create a name in the aviation industry, 

it is very essential for an airline company to take into consideration the feedback of the 

passenger and improve their services as per their demand (Noviantoro and Huang; 2022). 

2.3 Importance of service quality in airline industry 

 

Nowadays, many customers across the globe prefer to review the critics and opinion of the 

people on the online platforms before trying new products and services. Twitter and 

Facebook are one such platforms where people post their reviews and feedback. All those 

online reviews of the consumers can be harnessed by the company to evaluate the 

performance of their products in the market and discover areas of improvement. Sentiment 
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Analysis with machine learning and deep learning is one such approach which can be used by 

the companies for assessing the online reviews of the consumers. To provide a direction on 

the same front and assist the airline companies in evaluating the online reviews of their 

passengers, (Tusar and Islam; 2021) conducted a sentiment analysis on 14640 tweets of the 

airline passengers and compared the performance - SVM, Multinomial Naive Bayes, RF and 

LR algorithm for classifying the sentiments of the tweets. The results of the experiment 

showcased that SVM and LR are better performing candidates in classifying the tweets of the 

airline passenger. Along with that (Tusar and Islam; 2021) also pointed out these two 

algorithms perform slightly better when texts are processed with BoW technique. 

Deep learning is another popular class of prediction technique which is widely used 

for understanding the sentiments behind a text (Gupta et al.; 2021). For evaluating how well 

the deep learning techniques can perform well in classifying the sentiments of a tweet, (Gupta 

et al.; 2021) developed a neural network model for classifying the sentiments of airline 

related tweets. After evaluating the performance of the neural network against machine 

learning technique, (Gupta et al.; 2021) concluded that a neural network model along with 

dropout layers is a better choice for classifying the sentiments of the airline passengers 

compared to the machine learning algorithms (Gupta et al.; 2021). 

Along with the machine learning algorithms, (Rane and Kumar; 2018) explored the 

application of boosting algorithms for understanding the tweet sentiments of the passen�ger. 

The evaluation results of (Rane and Kumar; 2018) suggested that the AdaBoost algorithm is a 

better performing candidate compared to the machine learning algorithms like DT, RF, SVM, 

Gaussian Naive Bayes, LR and KNN. Contrast to (Rane and Kumar; 2018), the study 

(Kalangi et al.; 2021) suggests that Naive Bayes algorithm gives more accurate results in 

classifying the sentiment of airline passengers. 

Another paper (Aljedaani et al.; 2022) experimented with deep learning and machine learning 

techniques for classifying the tweets of the airline passengers. The LSTM and LSTM-GRU 

developed by (Aljedaani et al.; 2022) showcased the highest accuracy of 0.97 in classifying 

the tweets of the airline passengers. In addition, the experiments conducted by (Aljedaani et 

al.; 2022) also suggested that the performance of the machine learning techniques like SVM 

and ETC becomes better when text processing is conducted using TF-IDF and BoW 

techniques. 

Nowadays pre-trained models are becoming a popular choice in the domain of 

sentiment analysis (Qudar and Mago; 2020). Pre-trained models are trained on millions of 

data points and can be used for classifying new content right away with slight configurations 

(Qudar and Mago; 2020). To explore the performance of the pre-trained model in classifying 

the sentiments of the airline passengers, (Qudar and Mago; 2020) created two versions of the 

pre-trained model - TweetBERT. The models proposed by (Gupta et al.; 2021) outperformed 

the state-of-the-art models like BERT, Biobert, SciBERT, RoBERTa and Albert in 

classifying the sentiments of the passengers with an accuracy of 92.99 percent (Qudar and 

Mago; 2020). 

2.4 Ensemble Stacking technique for making predictions 

Considering the inabilities of a single model (Li et al.; 2019), many studies and researchers 

resort to stacking techniques for solving a problem (Li et al.; 2019). Stacking technique 
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combines multiple models and harnesses their capabilities to give better results than a single 

model. Taking into account the benefits of stacking, (Li et al.; 2019) developed a stacking 

model for detecting phishing webpages using the GBDT, LightGBM and XG�Boost models 

(Li et al.; 2019). The proposed stacked model outperformed the individual machine learning 

models with an accuracy of 97.30 percent and 98.60 percent on the 50K-PD and 50K-IPD 

dataset respectively. 

Another study (Neshir et al.; 2021) owing to the benefits of stacking strategy 

developed a stacked model using the RF,SVM,NB and LR for classifying the reviews of 

Amharic speaking customers on online products and services. The stacked model proposed 

by (Neshir et al.; 2021) achieved an accuracy of 90 percent surpassing the performance 

scores of other individual machine learning models. 

Another study (Pavlyshenko; 2018) explored the performance of stacking techniques 

on two different datasets. For the dataset of sales-time series forecasting, (Pavlyshenko; 

2018) developed a stacked model using Extra Tree, Linear Regression, NN and XGBoost and 

for the dataset of Classification of detective parts, (Pavlyshenko; 2018) developed a stacked 

model using the Logistic regression, Naive Bayes and Xgboost. The experiment results of 

both the case-studies concluded that the stacking technique is a better option when the 

objective is to improve performance of the prediction models (Pavlyshenko; 2018).  

Another study (Rustam et al.; 2019), proposed a novel approach based on the stacking 

technique to classify the sentiments of the Twitter Posts. To enhance the sentiment analysis 

(Rustam et al.; 2019) integrated a lexical dictionary with a stacked model. The stacked model 

developed consisted of three LSTM models as base classifiers and Logistic Regression as a 

Meta classifier (Rustam et al.; 2019). The proposed approach outperformed the conventional 

machine learning models like logistic regression, AdaBoost, and random forest and with an 

accuracy score of 99 percent.  

 

2.5 Voting Classifiers for making predictions 

 

Voting Classifier is a powerful technique which has the ability to overcome the biases of the 

models and derive a generalized fit (Rustam et al.; 2019; Kamruzzaman et al.; 2021). By 

integrating the benefits of logistic regression and naive bayes, (Kamruzzaman et al.; 2021) 

developed a hard voting classifier for classifying the sentiments of the airline passengers. 

However, the voting classifier developed by (Kamruzzaman et al.; 2021) could not 

outperform the performance of the individual Logistic and Niave Bayes classifier. Another 

study (Punel et al.; 2019) attempted to classify the sentiments of the airline passengers using 

the soft voting classifier model. The voting classifier developed by (Rustam et al.; 2019), 

combined the classification probabilities of logistic regression and stochastic gradient descent 

model to classify the sentiments. The soft voting model achieved an accuracy of 79.1 percent 

and surpassed the performance of the individual logistic and stochastic gradient descent 

model. In addition to classifying the sentiments of the customers, various studies have 

achieved better results with voting models in other fields. (Khuriwal and Mishra; 2018) 

proposed a soft voting classifier which combined the results from logistic regression and 

neural network model for detecting breast cancer. The voting model developed by (Khuriwal 
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and Mishra; 2018) achieved an accuracy of 98 percent, and surpassed the performance of the 

individual logistic and neural network model (Khuriwal and Mishra; 2018). Another study 

(Atallah and Al-Mousa; 2019) developed a hard voting classifier for solving the problem of 

heart disease detection (Atallah and Al-Mousa; 2019). The voting classifier developed by 

(Atallah and Al-Mousa; 2019), combined the votes from KNN, Random Forest, Logistic 

Regression and Stochastic Gradient Descent model and gave an accuracy of 90 percent, 

exceeding the accuracy of the individual classifier (Atallah and Al-Mousa; 2019).  

Various studies have utilized different machine learning and neural network techniques 

for classifying the satisfaction of airline passengers. However, none of the studies have 

provided a rigorous comparison of different machine learning, neural network and ensemble 

classifiers on the mentioned datasets. This study overcomes this limitation. 
 
 

3 Research Methodology 
 

It is essential for a data mining project to follow a certain methodology (Schroer et al.; 2021; 

Moro et al.; 2011). Methodologies act as guidelines, and make sure that none of the crucial 

steps are skipped during the development of a project (Ayele; 2020; Schroer et al.; 2021). To 

answer the research question and achieve the project objectives, a custom methodology 

inspired from the CRISP-DM methodology was adopted for this study. Figure 1. showcases 

the steps and flow of the research methodology. 

 

 

Figure 1: Methodology 

3.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing  

 

In this study, two data were utilized. The first dataset1 is a survey dataset consisting of 

satisfaction scores of 103903 airline passengers over different services of airline companies. 

The second dataset2 consists of 14641 tweets of the airline passengers. Both the datasets are 

                                                                 
 
1 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/deltasierra452/airline-pax-satisfaction-survey 
2 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/deltasierra452/airline-pax-satisfaction-survey
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment
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open source and were obtained from the Kaggle Data Repository. Figure 2. and Figure 3. 

describe the features present in the dataset. 

 

 

Figure 2: Features present in the first dataset 

 

Figure 3: Features present in the second dataset 
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As a part of data preprocessing, numerous data operations were carried out on both 

the datasets. The cleaned versions of both the datasets were then utilized for exploratory data 

analysis and for developing the classification models. Figure 4. and Figure 5. details the data 

operations that were conducted on the first and second dataset respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4: Preprocessing done on the First Dataset 

 

 

Figure 5: Preprocessing done on the Second Dataset 

 

As mentioned in Figure 5, all the records with airline sentiment as - neutral were 

removed from the second dataset and the classification models that were developed for this 

dataset were binary classifiers capable of classifying the sentiments as - positive or negative. 

3.2 Exploratory Data Analysis  

Exploratory Data Analysis helps in uncovering business insights and hidden pattern from a 

dataset. During the exploratory data analysis, the data is visualized using different charts and 

plots.  

 

After conducting Exploratory Data Analysis on the first dataset, following insights were 

derived: 

(i). About 56 percent of the total passengers either felt dissatisfied or had neural opinion 

about the services of the airline company. 

(ii). Higher dissatisfaction was observed among the passengers of the Economy class. 

(iii). People traveling for business purposes felt much more satisfied compared to the 

passengers traveling for personal purposes. 
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(iv). A higher rate of dissatisfaction can also be observed in case of the disloyal passengers. 

(v). An equal distribution in the satisfaction rate was observed for both men and women.  

(vi). Passengers with higher satisfaction fall in the age group of 35 to 60, whereas passengers 

with unsatisfied feelings fall in the group of 20 to 40. 

The EDA chart for the first dataset can be seen in the Figure 6. In addition the table in 

the Figure 7. showcases the average satisfaction scores of the passengers for different service 

attributes.  

 

Figure 6: EDA for First dataset 

 

Figure 7: Average Satisfaction scores over different service aspects 
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For the second dataset, word clouds were created for the positive and negative 

sentiment. Figure 8 showcases the word clouds. From the word clouds, it can be seen that 

passengers with negative sentiment were unsatisfied with following services of the airline 

companies: customer service, baggage gate location, seat comfort delayed flight ticket price 

etc. 

 

 

Figure 8: Word Cloud for the second dataset 

3.3 Data Sampling  

 

During this step, the dataset is divided into two parts. Out of which, the first part is utilized 

for building and training the classification model and the second part is then used for testing 

and evaluating the performance of the model.  

 

For this study, the first dataset was split in the ratio of 80:20. 80 percent of the first 

data was then used for developing classification models, while the remaining 20 percent was 

then used for accessing the performance of the models.  

 

During the exploratory data analysis stage, it was observed that the target variable of 

the second dataset was unevenly distributed. If a classification model is developed on an 

imbalanced dataset, it will tend to have a bias towards the majority class (Moro et al.; 2011; 

Fernandez et al.; 2018). Thus to avoid consequences of an imbalanced dataset, SMOTE 

technique was utilized on the second data. SMOTE balances the distribution of the target 

classes by increasing the count of minority classes by replicating some of its examples (Moro 

et al.; 2011; Fernandez et al.; 2018). The distribution of target classes, before and after the 

SMOTE technique can be seen in the Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Class Distribution Before and After SMOTE 

3.4 Model Development  
 

Model development is one of the critical stages of a data mining project. During this stage, 

different prediction and classification models are developed for solving the concerned 

business problem. To meet the project objectives, a total of 18 different classification models 

were developed for each dataset. Figure 10 details the specification of the models developed 

for dataset 1 and 2. 

 

 

Figure 10: Model Parameter 
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3.5 Model Evaluation 

 

Model Evaluation is a mandatory step for a data mining project (Moro et al.; 2011; Fernandez 

et al.; 2018). During this stage, the efficacy of the models is scrutinized using standard 

metrics like accuracy, precision, f1 measure etc. Scores from such evaluation metrics are 

useful in assessing the performance of the models and also for determining the best model 

that represents our data. For this study, following metrics were employed for gauging the 

performance of the developed models: Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Score 

 

 

4 Evaluation 
 

Performance Evaluation is an essential part of the data mining project. It assists in selecting 

the right model and fitting model for the problem statement and concerned dataset (Moro et 

al.; 2011; Fernandez et al.; 2018). In this study, the performance of the model was evaluated 

in four stages as follows: 

4.1 Evaluation Scores 

 

Post the development of the models, evaluation scores for all the models were derived. Figure 

11. and Figure 12. showcases the evaluation results of the models that were developed on the 

first and second dataset respectively. 

 

 

Figure 11: Evaluation Score for Models developed on First Dataset 
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Figure 12: Evaluation Score for Models developed on Second Dataset 

4.2 Significance Testing 

 

From the evaluation results, it can be seen that for the first dataset the classification models - 

Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, XgBoost, Light Gradient Boosting , Extra Tree 

Classifier, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Stacking models, Hard Voting and Soft Voting classifiers 

showcase a similar performance with slight differences of 1-3 percent. Similar circumstances 

can be observed in case of the second dataset. The classification models showcased a similar 

degree of performance with minor differences. 

 

To check if the difference between the models is significant or not, significance 

testing is carried out (Divine et al.; 2013). The selection of significance test methods can be 

done by accessing the normal distribution of the variables. Post the normal distribution, it was 

observed that the evaluation scores are not normally distributed. Wilcoxon signed rank test is 

adopted when the variable is not normally distributed (Divine et al.; 2013). Hence Wilcoxon 

signed rank test was adopted in this study for accessing the significant difference between the 

performance of the models. The results of the significance test for the first and second dataset 

models can be seen that in the Figure 13 and Figure 14 respectively. 
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Figure 13: Wilcoxon signed rank rest results for First Dataset 

 

 

Figure 14: Wilcoxon signed rank rest results for First Dataset 

Thus, it can be interpreted that the difference is significant except in case of Multilayer 

Perceptron classifier for first dataset. For rest of the models this study fail to reject the null 

hypothesis that there are no significant differences between the models. 

Similarly for the all the classifiers, this study fails to reject the null hypothesis that 

there are no significant differences between the models. 

4.3 Important Feature 

 

In addition to the performance scores, the importance coefficients of the variables was also 

obtained. Figure 15 showcases the important variables derived by the different classifiers.  

From the Figure 15 it is evident that the as for service attributes, in-flight Wi-Fi services, 

online boarding provision and ‘Type of Travel’ are an important aspects of passenger’s 

satisfaction. Hence, the airline crew should behave accordingly with the passenger’s 

travelling for business or personal travel purposes. 

 

 

Figure 15: Important Feature 
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5 Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work 
 

This study investigated the satisfaction of airline passengers by leveraging data mining and 

machine learning techniques on two different datasets. Overall 18 different binary 

classifications were developed for investigating the satisfaction of airline passengers. Out of 

which, for the first dataset, the Soft Voting classifier outperformed all the other classifiers 

with an accuracy of 96.60 percent. In the case of second dataset, the stacking classifier 

outperformed the other models with an accuracy of 97.38 percent. By how much margin 

these two classifiers are better than the other candidate models is showcased in the Figure 18. 

Also, it was observed that these two classifiers outperformed the models proposed by the 

previous studies as showcased in Figure 16 and Figure 17. In addition, by how much percent 

are proposed classifiers better than others models can be seen in Figure 18. Although the 

proposed classifiers showcase higher performance scores, but they have one major inefficacy 

in terms of training time. The proposed classifiers take a lot of time for training. In addition 

to the quantitative analysis, this study also highlighted the important determinants of 

passenger satisfaction. 

 

 

Figure 16: Performance Comparison with previous studies for Dataset 1 

 

Figure 17: Performance Comparison with previous studies for Dataset 2 

The main findings of this study can be summarized as follows:  

 

 Stacking and Voting Classifiers showcase better performance results in classifying the 

sentiments of airline passengers because of their ability to combine results of multiple 

classifiers. 

 Although the stacking voting classifiers showcase better classifications results, it 

should be noted that these techniques take a lot of time for training. Hence usage of 

high computing resources is recommended.  
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 Important features that need to be focused by the airline companies to increase the 

passenger satisfaction are - in-flight Wi-Fi services, online boarding provision and 

staff behavior with the passengers traveling for business or personal travel purposes. 

 

 

Figure 18: Accuracy Comparison 

 

As for future work, apart from investigating the performance of the proposed models on 

different datasets, deep learning classifiers can be developed for comparing the performance 

of the classifiers. In addition, prediction models for multi-class classification can be explored. 
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